INTRODUCTION

Interior Intrusion Detection Technology at SPndi8 Nation81 Laboratories began in 1975 8s p8rt of the Fixed Facilities Physical Protection Research m d Developinent Program aponsored by the
US Department of Ehergy SIfegU8rds and Security
Office in comvction with their nuclear safeguards effort. The Interior sensor L8bOratOrp was established in 1976 to evaluate cournercial interior intrusion sensors and to assist in site-specific intrusion detection system designs 8s part of our goal of providing high-quality interior detection systems.
Interior intrusion detection ayatwu focus on three areas of concern: (1) the encloaure or shell of a building, (2) the voluma inside the ahell, and (3) the target. The ahell of a building, including openings such as doors, windows, skylights, and utility ducts, may have balanced mognetic awitcbes, shock and vibration aensors, or continuity circuits as the first level of detection. Infrared, microwave, sonic. or ultrasonic motion sanaors 8re normally used as interior volume sensor. urd prwide the aecond level of detection. The third urd final level of protection includes contact/proximity senaors Lnstrlled at or near the expected target. devices in all three locations, in-depth protection is achieved becruse the intruder rimat circumvent or defeat three different aenaor technologies in sequence before gaining access to 8 target.
With detection
Probability of detection. falae-al8m rate, and vulnerability to defeat are three performance factors often aasociated with senaors. It is very difficult to assign meaningful numbers to these factors. Not only muat one consider the duracteriatics of the sensor, but also the characteristics of the envirommnt in which the aensor is installed, the method of install8tion. rod the 8ssuwd behavior of the intruder. If a number is 8ssigned to any of these factors for a sensor or aensor aystem, tb.t number must be qualified by identifying all conditions under which the number is valid. SNL Although the SIMS system is capable of testing all of the sensors mentioned above, it is used primarily for motion sensor testing.
The SIMS consists of two separate computer controlled subsystems, one for testing sensors which employ the Doppler principle, and the other for testing passive infrared sensors. Two subsystems were chosen because the bulk of the sensor testin& requirements vere for the two types of motion sensors. 
The
SANDIA INTERIOR ROBOT
The Sandia Interior Robot (SIR) is a prototype mobile robot system configured to function as part of an overall aecurity system at a hi& security facility. The features of this robot system include specialized software and sensors for navigation without the need for external locator beacons or sign porta, senaors for tomote impging and intruder detection, and data link facilities to cormnmicate information either directly to an electronic security system or to 8 manned central control center. Other features of the robot nystem include low veight, compact sire, and low power consumption. The robot system can operate either by remote manual control, or it can operate autonomously where the need for direct human control is limited to the global c-nd level. The robot can act BS a mobile remote sensing platform for visual alarm assessment or roving patrol, or as an exploratory device in situations potentially hazardous to humans. This robot system may also be used to walk-test intrusion detection sensors as part of a routine t a t and maintenance program for an interior intrusion detection system (IDS), and to provide a progr-ble, temporary sensor capability to backup an IDS sensor that has failed. This capability may a l s o be used to provide improved sensor coverase n+ an area that will be secured on a temporary or sir0r.c-term basis, thereby eliminating the need for a pe-cnt sensor installation.
The SIR system was originally designed as a test-bed system to develop navigation algorithms and to evaluate sensing devices and methods. The initial design philosophy w a s to use a remote host computer for algorithm develu,,..,ci.r in a high-level language and to integrate that computer or its functional equivalent on board in later stages of system development. Therefor-+hc system presently consists of two main elements: a mobile robot platform and a remote host computer (see Figure 7 ). Alarm assessment is an excellent application for SIR. In the case of an alarm from a sensor not collocated vith the robot, the robot must be notified that a sensor has gone into alarm, either directly by the IDS system via the data link, or by the operator. SIR vi11 then use the location of the alarwd sensor as a destination for its path planner and vill proceed to that location using the aforementioned navigation techniques, providing video information along the way. The task of backing up, or providing alternative sensor coverage for a failed IDS aensor, d e s use of the 30 ultrasonic range finders as a programmable motion sensor. The proper configuration of range sensitivity in the softvare will produce a custom-configuration of the sensor coverage area, one that can be virtually any ahape or combination of shapes including a "corridor of insensitivity" vith detection on both sides. It also has the unique capability of "presence" detection. In addition to detecting motion, it can detect the addition or subtraction of an object vithin ita 70 foot diameter field-of-viev.
SIR has been used to perform vafk-teating of microvave motion sensors vhile in a hazardous environment. Conducting this test using human valkers vould have been extremely difficult, dangerous, and vould have produced data of questionrble value. The system can be configured to report directly to an electronic security system's central computer via radio link, thus virtually eliminating the need for direct human interaction (though this might not be desirable in aome cases). Within the security field are many mundane or hazardous tasks that the system can perform vith minimal human interaction.
More information on this subject is available in the references listed in the Bibliography.
WEAPONS STORAGE VAULT SENSORS
Increased concern for the security of aircraft carried veapons during storage brought about development of a hardened storage vault for installation vithin the aircraft shelter itself. This Weapons Storage Vault (WSV) vas built belov grade with a self-contained elevator to raise the veapons for aircraft loading through a aecure control system (Fig. 9 ) 
A
CAPACITANCE PROXIMITY BLANKET
Interior capacitance proximity sensors are often used to detect unauthorized acceas to metal objects. They are sensitive to changes in capacitance betveen the protected object and ground vhich are caused by the approach of an intruder or another object. This chpnee in capacitance is sensed by a tuned circuit located in the control unit. For normal installations, the item to be protected must be located avay from walls and isolated from ground. The Interior Sensor Lab developed a capacitive blanket that can be used vith c-rcial control units to protect objects that must remain grounded. In this case, the blanket is draped over the protected object, vhich can be considered the ground plane, and connected to the control unit as shown in Figure 10 . If the blanket is made large enough to cover the object entirely, any access attempts vill cause blanket movement andlor capacitance change and an alarm.
EXPERT SYSTMS
The Interior Lab began a aeries of evaluations on expert aystems to determine if they vere suitable for use in intrusion detection sensor selection, system design, and alarm diagnosis. As people come and go, the knovledge of the "experts" is lost. It vas hoped that the use of expert systems might help store this knovledge in a retrievable fonnat for later use in intruaion detection syatem designs. Site-specific questions would cover subjects such as building construction, lighting types, noise sources, and coverage distance. After evaluating the informotion, the expert system would provide a list of sensors best suited to the facility .
The evaluations did show the potential for expert system use in system design, but the evaluations were not completed due to limited funding. The most recent example of specialized intrusion detection equipment is the Sandia Interior Robot (SIR). A small, self-contained mobile sensor platform. it can be used to assess alarms, detect intruders, and walk-test aensora without direct human involvement.
SUMMARY
At the Interior Sensor Laboratory, if comwrcial sensors are unavailable for certain tasks, new sensors are developed, tested, and implemented in the field. the Weapons Storage Vault (USV) are one example.
For some unusual situations, senaors are combined, often in unconventional ways, to obtain the desired detection. For instance, a capacitance proximity blanket was developed to couple with a comwrcial control unit to provide protection for Erounded objects.
The barrier sensor. for Future applications of artificial intellisence and expert systems in interior intrusion detection include the areas of sensor aelection, aystem design, and alarm diagnosis.
Interior intrusion technology at Surdia Nation81 L8bOr8tOries has reflected funding cuts recently, and its future is uncertain at this time.
